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Terrorism. War. Earth changes. Violent crime. The threats to our families,nations and environments

are enormous. Now more than ever, we need Archangel Michael. This breakthrough book will

introduce you to Archangel Michael and how you can call for his protection. Revered in Jewish,

Christian and Islamic traditions, Archangel Michael can protect you and your loved ones in times of

trouble. All you need to know is how to ask for his help. This book shows you how.
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This book empowers you with the wisdom of how to ensure you have the cosmic protection of

angels. Angels are there ready and waiting to help us, but we have to make the call, if we don't ask

they can't intercede on our behalf. From traveling protection, helping overcome addictions to making

postive changes in your own life and world situation, Archangel Michael is an angel no soul or family

should be without! This book is a must for all spiritual seekers!

A pocket size book with basic information that you can use right now to contact and enlist the help

of Archangel Michael and others of this realm.I like the idea of talking out loud and the phraseology

of asking for help. Someone I talked to about speaking out loud to Archangels used this knowledge

to help one of her animals heal overnight.It's a typical Prophet pocket book with good information.

Half way through "I Am Your Guard (Kindle Edition)", I took out my notebook and began copying the

prayers and decrees that are included in this book. I'd know about how Archangel Michael is



associated with protecting those who call on him, but I never knew just how powerful this angelic

being can be. I've copied several of the prayers from this book into my notebook and plan on using

them! I enjoyed reading many of the first-hand stories of how Archangel Michael came instantly to

various people's aid.

For a long time I'm an avid follower of the classic books and authors and most of the time sticking

with the classics and choose them over the modern ones (like Dr. Joseph Murphy over Wayne

Dyer, Napoleon Hill over Brian Tracy, Eileen Caddy over Neal Donald) because of their clean and

direct approach and their sincerity.Lately I started to interest in Angels. And I was looking for a

classic about them. I couldn't found it (I'm open to suggestions also) the closest book I've seen on

the a store was this one. However even though I've felt this is what I was looking for, I put the book

on the shelf and left.After a couple days, I've felt regret and went there and couldn't found the book.

Strangely enough the people on the store never even know about the book.After almost two months

I've found the book by "chance" on a very small book store close to where I live. And started to

reading it.The book is great, it tastes and feels like classics. Not too long, I really don't like new self

help and spiritual books over 1000s of pages without any substance and valid point. They just write

and write filled with anecdotes and stories. Elizabeth Clare kept it simple and direct and really short

anecdotes which adding more power to the main subject of the text - just like Florance Shinn.Its

content is very rich with lots of great information. I'm really enjoying reading it... I've always been

person with faith. Not religious at all but I have a strong faith. So the content of the book is actually

talking to me, and I feel like I'm reading the things I already know and forgot.I hope everyone can

benefit from this book. Because life is not all about earn money, spend money, get in to debt, pay

the bills, eat, sleep and survive. Life is more than that... And these kind of great books will help you

on your journey.Heaven and Hell is HERE and in NOW. Choice is ours...

Wonderful. Make Archangel Michael a part of your life. When you are planning to do a deep, rather

long prayer session it is good to start by surrounding yourself with the protection of Archangel

Michael. A powerful, protective Archangel who answers our calls.

This book has comforted my boyfriend. It reminds us all that we are not alone and that there are

people up above who care about us all. Another popular book in this series is "The Violet Flame."

It reminds you that you are not alone and that all you need to do is call on Archangel Michael and



his army and they are there.

I bought this book for myself and have re read it several times or just open it up and catch a phrase

to help calm me.Great little book to pass out to friends and family.
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